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A B S T R A C T

Post-thermal annealing treatment is an effective process employing the thin film structure modifications and
compositional properties. In this article, we present a detailed investigation and understanding of the changes in
the phase, crystal structure, microstructure, and optoelectrical properties of tin nitride (SnNx) thin films. These
were deposited by atomic layer deposition (ALD) followed by annealing at temperatures ranging from 300 to
550 °C. The results suggest that post-annealing significantly influences the properties of as-deposited ALD SnNx

thin films at 150 °C. For instance, X-ray diffractometry (XRD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
results demonstrate that the as-deposited film predominantly forms an amorphous structure. After annealing up
to 350 °C, the film retains its amorphous structure with a minor enhancement in crystallinity. The bonding state
to reveal its phase was confirmed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The as-deposited film pre-
dominantly forms SnN bonding from Sn2+ states, and it is changed after annealing at 350 °C, where the fraction
of Sn4+ from the Sn3N4 phase considerably increases. However, the XRD and TEM results do not distinguish the
differences between as-deposited or 300 °C -annealed and 350 °C-annealed samples. After the annealing tem-
perature is increased to 400 and 450 °C, both processes of crystallization into the mixed phase of hexagonal SnN
and cubic Sn3N4, and their decomposition into metal Sn with simultaneous nitrogen release occur. At a further
elevation of the annealing temperature (500 °C and beyond), a considerably distorted morphology and ag-
glomeration of the as-deposited film structure was observed. This was due to the formation of island-like
structures or droplets of metallic Sn by significantly releasing (or almost all) the nitrogen within the films. As the
film properties vary upon annealing, spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) was used to investigate the optical and
electrical parameters of the as-deposited and annealed films. The optical band gap of the as-deposited film is
1.5 eV and remains unchanged up to 400 °C; it then increases to 1.9 eV at higher annealing temperatures. The
electrical resistivity of the films decreases monotonically as the annealing temperature increases, which is at-
tributed to the change in carrier concentration. The change in the optoelectronic properties can be associated
with the change in crystallinity and escape of the nitrogen content connected with the change in stoichiometry.

1. Introduction

Metal nitride (MNx) thin films are drawing considerable attention in
many research fields due to their versatile physical and chemical
properties [1]. Transition metal nitrides (TMNs) are a vital part of this

family due to their thermal and chemical stabilities and suitable elec-
trical properties, especially for integrated circuit (IC) fabrication. Sev-
eral other MNx [such as Si3N4, AlN, GaN, Zn3N2, and SnNx, most of
which are also known as post-transition metal nitrides (post-TMNs)] are
also of immense importance [2–4]. MNx possess a wide range of
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bandgaps, leading to the formation of metallic nitrides as well as
semiconductors and even insulators, with important applications in
optoelectronic devices [3–6]. Moreover, several MNs such as SnNx,
TiNx, VNx, and MoNx have been successfully investigated as hetero-
geneous catalysts and electrodes for rechargeable energy storage de-
vices [7–13]. Tin nitride (SnNx) is considered an emerging earth-
abundant post-transition metal nitride for several applications such as
vapor ethanol sensing, energy storage, microelectronics, and recording
media devices due to its attractive electronic and electrochromic
properties [12–20].

Many methods have been pursued to prepare tin nitride thin films,
including chemical vapor deposition (CVD), plasma-enhanced CVD,
magnetron, or radio-frequency (RF) sputtering [15–28]. Among these,
RF sputtering is the most frequently used technique to grow tin nitride
thin films from tin in a nitrogen-containing atmosphere. Investigation
of the prepared thin films was mainly focused on crystallographic fea-
tures, chemical bonding nature, and surface structure considering the
different processing conditions. For example, Inoue et al. reported on
SnNx films fabricated by reactive sputtering, which showed an n-type
semiconductor with mobilities of ~3 cm2/Vs and carrier densities of
approximately 1020 cm−3 [17]. The sputtered SnNx film prepared from
a Sn target with an Ar and N2 plasma mixture forms tin nitride films and
changes in crystallinity with partial metal Sn as a function of the flow
rate of N2 gas in the gas mixture [5]. However, these fabrication
methods are line-of-sight deposition and do not guarantee excellent
uniformity and conformance of the deposit on very complex nano- or
3D-structures with high aspect ratios. Recently, we reported a new
preparation method for SnNx thin films by atomic layer deposition
(ALD) at low temperatures (70–200 °C) where the precursor and re-
actant are alternately pulsed into the reaction chamber one at a time,
separated by purging with inert gases. The film is formed by the self-
limited surface reaction between them [7]. Due to their ideal ALD
characteristics, ALD-SnNx films grew uniformly on very narrow sized 3-
dimensional features with ~100% step coverage, and they were suc-
cessfully utilized as free-standing electrodes in electrochemical super-
capacitors and Li-ion batteries.

Furthermore, several TMNs and post-TMNs undergo considerable
physical changes (such as phase change, including amorphous to crys-
talline conversion) during post-deposition heat treatment (annealing)
[29–33]. Numerous studies have been performed on ALD grown ni-
trides (such as MoNx, WNx, TaNx, HfNx, etc.), where the phase change
(from amorphous to crystalline) and the decomposition of the nitride
film to metal were observed after annealing [36–41]. For example, the
amorphous δ-MoN films deposited by sputtering at room temperature,
crystallized after annealing in vacuum at temperatures above 600 °C
[36]. In another study, the sample annealed at a temperature lower
than 650 °C exhibited a y-Mo2N phase with a face-centered-cubic (FCC)
structure having smaller grains, and a tetragonal structure Mo2N phase
with larger grain sizes was obtained at higher post-annealing tem-
peratures of 700 and 900 °C [37]. Similarly, a cubic W2N film deposited
by reactive sputtering was stable up to 700 °C and at 800 °C, a mixture
phase of W and W2N was formed, which was further converted to pure
W [38]. The sputter-deposited TaNx thin film underwent a remarkable
phase transformation from Ta4N to Ta2N, and its surface morphology
buckled and agglomerated as the annealing temperature increased from
350 to 500 °C [39]. The post-annealing of these films also leads to
decomposition of the respective nitride materials (generally at a high
temperature) by releasing N [40]. Therefore, while post-annealing is
necessary for enhancing the properties of most metal nitride thin films,
a detailed study of these annealed films is also essential. In this context,
it is important to investigate the thermal stability of the ALD SnNx thin
films by annealing the samples at different temperatures.

Here, we investigate the physical and optoelectronic properties of
the as-deposited and annealed ALD-SnNx films at different tempera-
tures. While annealing enhances the crystallinity and other properties
of the as-deposited SnNx films, its potential decomposition at higher

temperatures was studied in detail. Since there are no studies on the
optoelectronic behavior of ALD-SnNx films, a significant portion of this
study is dedicated to probing these properties with the help of spec-
troscopic ellipsometry (SE). SE provides information on several optical
parameters, such as the refractive index (n), extinction coefficient (k),
and bandgap (Eg), and electronic characteristics (carrier density, mo-
bility, etc.) of as-deposited and annealed SnNx films.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials preparations

SnNx thin films were fabricated in a travelling-wave type ALD re-
actor (Lucida-D100, NCD technology), using tetrakis (dimethylamino)
tin {TDMASn, [(CH3)2N]4Sn}, and ammonia (NH3) at a deposition
temperature of 150 °C. The temperature of TDMASn was maintained at
40 °C to provide sufficient vapor pressure (~0.3 Torr) for the deposi-
tion. In addition, highly purified Ar gas was used as a carrier gas at a
controlled flow rate (100 sccm) for enabling the smooth delivery of the
TDMASn precursor into the reaction chamber. Si wafers covered with
thermally grown SiO2 (~100 nm) were used as substrates to grow the
SnNx films. High-purity Ar gas was used to purge the excess chemicals
and reaction byproducts from the reactor between each sequential
precursor pulse. The basic pulsing recipe that ensures the self-limiting
growth of the SnNx films was set as follows: 5 s pulsing of TDMASn
precursor, 10 s purging with Ar gas, 5 s pulsing of NH3, and 10 s pur-
ging with Ar. Further details of the growth kinetics can be found in our
previous report [7]. After successfully fabricating the SnNx thin films
using ALD, they were annealed in vacuum for 30 min using rapid
thermal annealing (RTA) at a working pressure of ~0.006 Torr. The
annealing process was carried out at six different temperatures ranging
from 300 to 550 °C, with 50 °C steps. The temperatures at which these
films were annealed define the nomenclature used throughout the study
as SnN-300, SnN-350, SnN-400, SnN-450, SnN-500, and SnN-550, re-
spectively.

2.2. Material characterization

A variety of characterization techniques were used to analyze the
SnNx films before and after annealing. Changes to the crystal structure
and phase were analyzed using grazing incident angle (incident angle:
3°) X-ray diffraction (GIAXRD, PANalytical X’-pert PRO MRD with Cu
Kα source at 1.5 kW) within 2θ of 10–90°. Since SnNx thin films were
deposited using a metal-organic precursor (TDMASn) and ammonia
(NH3), the as-grown film is expected to contain a considerable amount
of hydrogen (H) due to its presence in the precursor. Therefore, the
amount of hydrogen in the as-deposited film and post-annealed sample
at 400 °C was measured by elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA).
ERDA was accomplished using Cl ions at a 6 MeV acceleration energy
equipped with an ion accelerator (National Electrostatic Corp., NEC-
6SBH). The presence of constituent elements and their respective oxi-
dation states in the as-grown and annealed SnNx films were studied by
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, ESCALAB 250 spectrometer at
the Korea Basic Science Institute Busan, Korea) using an Al Kα source.
The morphology and thickness of each film were observed by plane
view or top view and cross-sectional-view field-emission scanning
electron microscopy (SEM, Tescan LYRA 3) at an acceleration voltage of
10 kV. Atomic force microscopy (AFM, Solver NEXT, NT-MDT, in a
semi-contact mode) was used to examine the surface topography and
roughness of all the films being studied. Plan-view and cross-sectional-
view transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Tecnai F20 equipped
with a 200-kV accelerating voltage and field emission gun) was used to
capture bright-field or high-resolution images to elucidate the micro-
structure and crystal lattice of the as-grown and annealed SnNx films in
detail.
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2.3. Ellipsometry analysis

Optical characterizations of the as-grown and annealed ALD-SnNx

films were carried out using two variable-angle spectroscopic ellips-
ometers (VASE and IR-VASE, J. A. Woollam Co.). The first, a rotating
analyzer ellipsometer, operates in the spectral range of 190–1700 nm
[ultraviolet–visible-near-infrared (UV–Vis-NIR)]. Measurements of each
sample were performed during 25 analyzer revolutions with photon
energy steps of 0.05 eV at four selected angles of incidence (AOI) at 50°,
55°, 60°, and 65°. Second, a rotating compensator ellipsometer, covers a
1.7–12 µm spectral range [NIR-MIR (mid-infrared)] for the same angle
of incidence were recorded (measuring 25 scans, 15 spectra per re-
volution, with wavenumber steps of 8 cm−1). Near-normal incident
optical reflectance was measured using the same instruments. The
WVASE32 software was used to model the measured data. The five-
layer model consisted of Si, SiO2, ALD-SnNx layer, surface roughness,
and air as ambient. The optical constants for Si and SiO2 were acquired
from the literature [50]. The Bruggeman effective medium approx-
imation with 50% ALD-SnNx and 50% air was utilized for surface
roughness modeling [45,51]. A homogenous layer was used for the
representation of the ALD SnNx layer, as the atomic layer deposition is
known to produce uniform layers [34,35].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Phases and microstructures of as-grown and annealed ALD-SnNx films

SnNx thin films were prepared by ALD using the optimized dosing
conditions (5 s-10 s-5 s-10 s) at a substrate temperature of 150 °C,
which assured the self-limited growth behavior of the films. Fig. 1
shows the GIXRD patterns of the as-deposited SnNx and SnNx thin films
after post-annealing at different temperatures. As shown in Fig. 1, all
the XRD patterns can be indexed either to a mixed-phase or an in-
dividual phase of cubic tin nitride (Sn3N4) (space group: Fd3̅m), hex-
agonal tin nitride (SnN) (space group: P3̅m1), and metallic beta-tin (Sn)
(space group: I41/amd). The reference JCPDS data of their respective
phases are also included at the bottom of Fig. 1. It is worth mentioning
that only two SnNx crystal structures of SnN/SnNx (hexagonal) and
Sn3N4 (cubic) were prepared and reported in the literature [43]. A

broad hump at approximately ~32.2° in the XRD results from analyzing
the as-deposited SnNx film indicates that a nanocrystalline structure
formed close to the predominantly amorphous one, and the center of
the hump could be ascribed to the (101) plane of hexagonal SnN or the
(311) plane of cubic Sn3N4. The predominant amorphous phase of the
as-deposited film was further confirmed by TEM analysis, as described
later. However, a highly polycrystalline film was successfully formed
after annealing. However, slight improvements in crystallinity were
observed up to 350 °C; beyond this, distinct and sharp XRD peaks with
high intensity could be ascribed to mixed-phase tin nitride. In addition,
the increasing presence of the Sn metal phase at higher annealing
temperatures could be identified along with the tin nitride mixed-
phase. At a post-annealing temperature of 450 °C, the diffraction peaks
from both tin nitrides were observed more clearly than at any other
annealing temperature. Owing to the complex peak characteristics and
similar interplanar spacing (or 2θ values) of cubic tin nitride (Sn3N4)
and hexagonal tin nitride (SnN), clear indexing is, however, not
straightforward. In addition, some nominal peak shifts may have ap-
peared because of the concurrence of different phases (influence in
lattice parameters for Sn by SnNx and vice versa, for example, note the
peak related to Sn at ca. 63°). This further complicates the XRD data.
Interestingly, at the highest temperature (500–550 °C) under con-
sideration, the as-deposited tin nitride films were completely trans-
formed into metallic tin islands and no continuous film remained,
suggesting that all N was released from the films.

To obtain further detailed information on the microstructure,
crystal structure, and morphology, we performed cross-sectional view
TEM (XTEM) analysis of the as-deposited and annealed SnNx films. The
low-magnification bright-field (BF) XTEM images shown in Fig. S1 [Fig.
S1 (a) and (c)] for the as-deposited and SnN-350 samples clearly show
the formation of a continuous, smooth, uniform film over a large area of
interest by ALD. Only a slight change was observed in the micro-
structure by annealing at relatively low-temperature. The high-magni-
fication XTEM images [Fig. S1 (b) and (d)] further show that the con-
trast of the image does not seem to be uniform, indicating the spatial
formation of tin nitrides with different Sn/N ratios. The predominant
amorphous nature of the as-deposited film and SnN-350 sample is
shown in the high-resolution (HR) TEM images [Fig. 2(a, b) and
Fig. 2(c, d)] and complemented with the diffuse ring patterns of the

Fig. 1. XRD spectra of ALD-SnNx films as-deposited temperature at 150 °C and as a function of the annealed at 300, 350, 400, 450, 500 and 550 °C.
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same by selected area electron diffraction (SAED) analysis [the insets of
Fig. 2(a) and (c)]. However, the SnN-450 sample clearly shows well-
defined crystalline features in the HR-TEM images, as shown in Fig. 2(e,
f), while its surface is still smooth. The lattice fringe spacing observed at
several different positions was measured, and the estimated d-spacing
could be designated as the corresponding planes of different phases.
The observed lattice spacing belongs to the different crystalline planes
of both hexagonal SnN and cubic Sn3N4 as well as the structure of the
metal Sn. These lattice spacing measurements are well matched to the
values of the JCPDS references of hexagonal SnN or cubic Sn3N4

(JCPDS# 50-0553, & 70-3184) and even metallic tin (JCPDS# 02-
1847). Moreover, the highly polycrystalline films could also be in-
vestigated from the SAED pattern with bright diffraction spots [inset of
Fig. 2(e)] of the SnN-450 sample. Thus, the TEM results are in good
agreement with the XRD results showing the stability of the amorphous
dominant as-deposited film. Complete crystallization into the mixed
phase of hexagonal SnN and cubic Sn3N4 occurs upon annealing above

400 °C. The dominant Sn metal droplet formation above 500 °C, and
TEM provides the microstructural change of ALD- SnNx by annealing.
However, it is still difficult to determine which phases are dominant
depending on the annealing temperature due to the overlapping of the
diffraction peaks from both phases.

XPS analysis was performed to confirm the constituent elements,
composition, and oxidation states of the Sn and N species, revealing the
phase formation before and after annealing the SnNx films. The com-
plete XPS surveys (0–1000 eV) obtained with and without Ar+ sput-
tering of the as-deposited SnNx films and the films annealed at different
temperatures are presented in Figure S2. Several peaks corresponding
to different orbital electrons of Sn (Sn 3s, 3p, 3d, and 4d) could be easily
identified in the full XPS survey spectra of the samples. In addition,
peaks corresponding to N 1s, O 1s, C 1s, and Si 2p were also observed
with different intensities in different samples, before and after sput-
tering. While O and C appeared as surface contamination, Si and O were
detected from the substrate for the films annealed at high temperature.

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional view TEM micrographs and their corresponding HRTEM images with SAED patterns of the (a, b) as-deposited SnNx at 150 °C, post-annealing at
(c, d) 350 °C, and (e, f) 450 °C.
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There is a higher atomic percentage of C and O on the surface of the
film for both as-deposited and annealed films before Ar-sputtering,
which significantly reduced after sputtering, confirming these elements
as surface contamination. Furthermore, the atomic percentage of N was
significantly higher after Ar sputtering. Therefore, the further high-re-
solution spectra of Sn 3d and N 1s were investigated in detail for the
XPS that was recorded after Ar sputtering to eliminate the unwanted O
and C impurities from the surface of the samples. The high-resolution
XPS core level spectra of the Sn 3d region of the SnNx films grown at
150 °C, annealed at 300–500 °C [Fig. 3(a)], and the illustrative de-
convolution of the individual Sn 3d5/2 electronic states of as-deposited
SnNx annealed at 350, 450, and 500 °C are displayed in Fig. 3(b)–(e).
Based on XPS measurements of the Sn 3d spectra of the Sn-based ni-
trides, the principal oxidation states of SnN and Sn3N4 surfaces are
stated to be +2 and +4, respectively. The peak intensities of the Sn 3d
spectra of the SnNx films were almost identical to the as-deposited film
after they were annealed at temperatures up to 450 °C and significantly
decreased after annealing at 500 °C as shown in Fig. 3(a). Interestingly,
the shift in the peak maxima shown by the dotted line in the Sn 3d5/2

XPS peak in Fig. 3(a) as we compared the peak shift those of the as-
deposited SnNx to those of films annealed at different temperatures. The
peak is gradually shifted to a higher binding energy (BE), possibly due
to the increased formation of the Sn3N4 phase upon annealing. The
dominant form of Sn metal droplets due to nitrogen release once again
shifts the peak maxima slightly towards the lower BE value after an-
nealing at 500 °C. To obtain more evidence of the valence state of Sn,
the Sn 3d5/2 spectra were de-convoluted by Gaussian fitting, and a si-
milar outcome was expected for Sn 3d3/2.

The results show that the as-deposited SnNx film at 150 °C (SnN-
150) and post-annealed at 350 °C [Fig. 3(b) and (c)] exhibited two
different components and are fitted by their respective sub-peaks that
correspond to Sn+2 and Sn+4 positions at corresponding Sn 3d5/2

binding energies of approximately ~485.5 eV and ~486.3 eV, respec-
tively [5,12,19,46,47]. From these observations, we notice a major and
strong peak for the Sn+2 state in the SnN-150 sample and the Sn+4 state
present in the SnN-350 sample. Thus, the increase in the Sn3N4 bonding
in the SnNx film upon annealing at 350 °C is evident from this XPS
analysis, although both XRD and TEM analyses do not show any sig-
nificant differences between the two samples. When the annealing
temperature increased to 450 °C, the peak intensity from Sn+4

decreased while the additional bonding status from Sn (0) was newly
detected at ~484.6 eV, which corresponds to Sn–Sn metal bonding in
the SnNx film [Fig. 3(d) and (e)]. For the SnN-500 sample, the overall
intensity was significantly decreased and the de-convoluted results in-
dicated that the decrease of the Sn+4 peak was more prominent com-
pared to that of the Sn+2 peak. The peak intensity from Sn (0) increased
with increase in annealing temperature to 500 °C.

Further, the high-resolution XPS spectra of N 1s are shown in
Fig. 4(a), and the corresponding de-convoluted N 1s region of SnN-150
(as-deposited), SnN-350, SnN-450, and SnN-500 samples (annealed) are
presented in Fig. 4(b–e). Similar to the Sn3d spectra, the peak in-
tensities were almost constant for the as-grown and annealed films up
to 450 °C and then decreased at elevated temperatures due to the N
release from the samples. However, the peak signals shifted marginally
towards higher BE first and then again shifted towards lower BE be-
cause of the change in the Sn-N bonding status. The de-convoluted N 1s
spectra clearly shows two sub-peaks, the first part is located at higher
BE of ~397.3 eV and can be ascribed to a SnNx phase with Sn+2 va-
lence, while the second constituent at lower BE of ~396.6 eV is indexed
to the Sn+4 states from Sn3N4 [19,42–44]. In the SnN-500 sample, one
additional peak located at a higher binding energy of ~400 eV assigned
to N 1s in NO2 might come from molecularly chemisorbed N2 with
leftover oxygen during post-annealing or upon exposure of the samples
to ambient conditions. Similar observations were also made earlier,
where it was reported that the oxygen in the sputtering chamber might
also cause the formation of NO2

– [5,49]. The de-convoluted N 1s
spectra supports the Sn 3d XPS results. In the case of the SnN-150
sample, two N components from the bonding to form SnN and Sn3N4

are obvious, while the intensity from the former is higher. When the
annealing was performed at 350 °C, the peak from Sn3N4 became much
stronger, indicating the increase in Sn3N4 bond formation in the film. It
is also interesting to note that in the SnN-450 and SnN-500 samples, the
intensity of the N 1s peak was substantially reduced. This might be due
to thermal decomposition when N atoms combine to form N2 molecules
and are released from the samples at higher annealing temperatures.
The XPS result for the SnN-450 sample shows a significant decrease in
the peak intensity from the Sn3N4 bonding, indicating that the de-
composition of the SnNx film mainly started from the cubic Sn3N4

phase. These observations suggest that the phase change in the SnNx

films upon annealing is obvious, leading to the formation of island-like

Fig. 3. (a) High-resolution XPS spectra of the Sn 3d electronic states in the SnNx films, and corresponding deconvolution of the Sn 3d5/2 peaks of (b) SnN-150, (c)
SnN-350, (d) SnN-450, and (e) SnN-500.
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metal Sn at high temperatures. This agrees with observations on SnN
and other metal nitride reported in earlier studies [37–39,43,46–48].

The XPS results in this study are particularly interesting to elucidate
the phase change of SnNx with the increasing annealing temperature
because the XRD and TEM do not show any clear differences between
the phase changes owing to the complex peak appearances and very
close interplanar spacing (or 2θ values) of Sn3N4 and SnN. Similar re-
sults have been reported by Caskey et al., in their study, sputtered Sn
nitride thin films showed a pair of distinct Sn 3d spectra corresponding
to Sn+2 and Sn+4 oxidation states due to the mixed phase present in the
film [19]. There are studies in the literature that report that the me-
tastability was proven by Auger electron spectroscopy or XPS analysis,
and that it disassociates into the metal element upon annealing under
specific treatment conditions, and that decomposition starts between
420 °C and 615 °C (y-Sn3N4 shows stability in a vacuum up to 300 °C)
[15,17,18,23,24,43,47]. Due to its poor stability, it is rather difficult to
define the exact stoichiometry of tin nitride films, because of the
spontaneous oxidation, decomposition, and sputter damage when
sputter-cleaned prior to XPS. Therefore, it is difficult to determine the
exact physical characteristics of SnNx from a research study [43]. Fi-
nally, the estimated atomic percentages of different states of tin nitride
reveal that Sn+2 is predominantly present in the SnN-150 and SnN-350
samples compared to Sn+4, whereas the SnN-450 and SnN-500 samples
have Sn+4 species with an equivalent amount of Sn+2 and a con-
siderable amount of metallic Sn. The atomic percentages of these dif-
ferent Sn oxidation states in the as-grown film and after annealing at
different temperatures are presented in Table S1. Hydrogen, which may
also exist in the films due to the use of H-containing metalloganic Sn
precursor in this study, cannot be detected by XPS analysis due to no
core electrons in H. Therefore, we further measured hydrogen content
in the as-deposited film and after post-annealing at 400 °C using elastic
recoil detection analysis (ERDA) (Fig. 5). ERDA results clearly detected
the incorporation of hydrogen in the as-deposited film and the hy-
drogen content was significantly reduced after annealing. From the si-
mulation of ERDA signal, a high concentration of ~11 at. % H was
confirmed in the as-deposited SnNx film. However, the hydrogen con-
tent significantly decreased to ~4 at. % when annealed at 400 °C.

The surface morphology of the tin nitride films of both as-deposited
and annealed samples that were vacuum-annealed at various tem-
peratures were studied via plane view and cross-sectional view SEM, as
shown in Fig. 6 & S3 and S4. The first observation, arising from the
cross-sectional and plane view SEM (Fig. S3 and S4) images, is that
surfaces of the as-deposited and SnNx films annealed up to 350 °C are
continuous, smooth, extremely uniform, and compact (pin-hole free).
Comparatively, the surface annealed above 350 °C gradually becomes
rougher and discontinuous. Therefore, an annealing temperature of
400 °C and above degrades the structure of the film because of the
metal Sn droplets formation by the decomposition of the Sn3N4 phase.
Furthermore, the samples annealed at 500 and 550 °C revealed a sig-
nificantly distorted morphology and agglomeration of the film’s sub-
stance, leading to large islands of the metal Sn rather than forming a
continuous film. Such drastic changes are caused by the decomposition
to metal Sn droplets (releasing N2). Eventually, a considerable amount
of the substrate is exposed in the post-annealed films in Fig. 6 (d, e, and
f), which may limit their use depending on the voids/holes that can be
tolerated. The Si 2p XPS peak assigned to SiO2, the substrate, is ob-
served in the films annealed only above 400 °C, confirming the partial
exposure of the substrate (Figure S5). No peak corresponding to Si
could be detected for the as-grown film or in the films that were an-
nealed up to 400 °C. However, the Si 2p signal drastically increased
when the film was annealed at 500 °C, suggesting a significant portion
of the exposed SiO2 wafer.

To obtain further insights, we examined the surface topography of
the as-deposited films and the films annealed at various temperatures
using AFM. The scans presented in Figs. [S6 (a-f)] show that the films
annealed up to 400 °C have a dense and homogenous grain size dis-
tribution covering the complete surface of the substrate. The root mean
square (RMS) surface roughness of all these SnNx samples was esti-
mated over a different area of interest (0.5 µm × 0.5 µm) on each
sample, and the obtained values were plotted and are shown in Fig. S7.
The average RMS roughness values of ~0.4  ±  0.09, 0.9  ±  0.16,
0.6  ±  0.03, 0.8  ±  0.12, and 2.9  ±  0.07 nm were obtained for SnN-
150, SnN-300, SnN-350, SnN-400, and SnN-450, respectively. These
values drastically increased at a relatively high annealing temperature

Fig. 4. (a) High-resolution N 1s XPS spectra of the as-grown SnNx films as a function of vacuum annealing temperatures, and resultant peaks of deconvoluted N 1s (b)
SnN-150, (c) SnN-350, (d) SnN-450, and (e) SnN-500.
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(data not shown) due to significant agglomeration of the film into is-
land-like metal Sn. Therefore, these observations are similar to the
changes in microstructure observed by XRD and TEM, where the as-
grown and annealed samples up to 350 °C are amorphous or

amorphous-like in nature. When the annealing temperature was in-
creased to 400 and 450 °C, the simultaneous occurrence of both the
crystallization of hexagonal SnN and cubic Sn3N4 mixed phase was
observed. The initiation of their decomposition, lead to nitrogen

Fig. 5. Experimental and simulated ERDA spectra of ALD-SnNx thin films; (a) as-deposited film at 150 °C and (b) post-annealed one at 400 °C.

Fig. 6. Plane view SEM images of ALD-SnNx films on thermally grown SiO2 on Si wafer (a) as-deposited film at 150 °C and followed by different annealing
temperature at (b) 350 °C, (c) 400 °C, (d) 450 °C, (e) 500 °C, and (f) 550 °C (All the scale bars are equivalent to 100 nm).
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dissipation from the film. As the annealing temperature increases to
500 and 550 °C, nitrogen dissipation becomes more severe, resulting in
the predominant formation of Sn droplets and morphology degradation.
Thus, the alteration in microstructural parameters and surface mor-
phology of the post-annealed films has been demonstrated, with the
analysis of their post-annealed optoelectrical properties described in the
following section.

3.2. Optical and electrical properties of as-deposited and annealed ALD-
SnNx films based on SE analysis

If we consider the similarities in their results from the previous
section, the spectral dependence of the ellipsometry parameters ψ and Δ
can be divided into three groups. Group (A) is first formed by the as-
deposited sample and samples annealed at 300 °C and 350 °C. For these
three samples, a Tauc-Lorentz oscillator [52] described the short-wa-
velength absorption edge, and a Drude oscillator [53] described the
absorption of free electrons. In the second group (B), samples were
annealed at 400 and 450 °C, and in the third group (C), samples were
annealed at 500 and 550 °C with the sum of the Lorentz oscillators to
model the dielectric functions of both (B + C). Examples of the mea-
sured ellipsometry parameters ψ and Δ and the parameters obtained by
the best fit for the SnN-300, SnN-450, and SnN-500 samples are shown
in Fig. S8 of the supplementary materials. The mean square error (MSE)
between the measured and modeled ellipsometry data, which shows the
quality of the fit, is summarized in Table 1. The obtained optical con-
stants will be discussed in the subsequent section. The thickness of the
SnNx layer together with the surface roughness obtained from the best
fit of the ellipsometry data is also presented in Table 1. There is a clear
trend showing a decrease in layer thickness with increasing annealing
temperature to temperatures higher than 350 °C. The increased surface
roughness for the SnN-400, SnN-450, and SnN-550 (data not shown)
samples is consistent with the AFM results. For samples annealed at
temperatures higher than 400 °C, non-uniformity higher than 5% is
revealed. The highest thickness non-uniformity (15%) was found in the
SnN-400 sample.

The similarity of the ellipsometry parameters suggests a similarity of
optical constants for the samples in each group. The differences in the
ellipsometry parameters among these groups suggests differences in the
optical constants among these groups. Therefore, the optical constants
are presented in the same groups. The dependence of the refractive
index and extinction coefficient on wavelength is presented in Fig. 7 for
the samples in group A – the first line (as-deposited, SnN-300, and SnN-
350), group B – second line (SnN-400 and SnN-450), and group C –
third line (SnN-500 and SnN-550), respectively. The results obtained for
group A (Fig. 7 first line) are close to the results previously published
for the same material using 300 ALD cycles [7]. This suggests that the
optical constants are nearly independent of the layer thickness. The
extinction coefficient increases together with the refractive index in-
crease for longer wavelengths [Fig. 7(B)], suggesting that the layer
conductivity increase is probably due to nitrogen being released from
the layer, as discussed in the previous section. The SEM analysis

displays clear morphology degradation for the SnN-500 and SnN-550
samples into Sn droplets [see Fig. 6(e-f)], and therefore it is question-
able if the homogenous layer model gives realistic results for these
samples [Fig. 7(C)]. Another proof of the low reliability of the optical
constants determined for the samples in group C (SnN-500 and SnN-
550) is that the refractive index for 632 nm is significantly lower than
the value (~2.7) obtained for the other samples in our previous study
[7]. Conversely, the decrease in the value of the refractive index for the
samples in group C could be explained by the degradation of the layer
morphology, as mentioned earlier.

To determine the indirect optical bandgap, the Tauc plot presented
in Fig. 8 in the form of the dependence of (αE)1/2 on photon energy is
usually used where = k4 . The energy bandgap can be estimated as
the intersection of the linear extension of this dependence and the en-
ergy axis (see dashed lines in Fig. 8). For samples annealed at tem-
peratures higher than 400 °C [Fig. 8(B) and (C)] there is absorption
across the entire measured spectral range (see also the right column for
[Fig. 7(B) and (C)]. The values of the energy bandgap determined by
considering intervals of increase in the absorption coefficient are
summarized in Table 2. Please note that samples annealed at tem-
peratures of 400 °C and higher are absorbing across the entire measured
spectral range. Considering that the error in determining the energy
bandgap (Eg) by the described methodology is approximately 0.1 eV,
the energy bandgap ~of 1.5 eV does not significantly change with
annealing temperatures up to 400 °C (see Table 2). It is also approxi-
mately the same as that reported in our previous study [7], and it is also
similar to the energy bandgap values of SnNx prepared by different
deposition methods, as reported earlier [17,24,54]. Theoretical calcu-
lations predict a direct bandgap of 1.40 eV for spinel γ-Sn3N4 [54].
Further increases in the annealing temperature cause increases in the
energy bandgap (samples Sn-450 and Sn-500). Although the value of
the energy bandgap of nanocrystals can be influenced by the degree of
crystallinity [56], in this case, we ascribe changes in the energy
bandgap to a decrease in the nitrogen content connected with the
change in stoichiometry. The energy bandgap and the refractive index
values for the SnN-550 sample are probably unrealistic as the layer
morphology is destroyed (see Fig. 6f).

If all thicknesses are fixed to the values summarized in Table 2, the
refractive index and extinction coefficient for each wavelength can be
fitted (using a point-by-point fit). A comparison of the optical constants
near the short-wavelength edge obtained by the Tauc–Lorentz oscillator
and by point-by-point fit can be found in Fig. S9 in the supplementary
materials. Generally, these results are extremely similar, confirming the
appropriateness of the Tauc-Lorentz oscillator for describing the short-
wavelength absorption edge for the as-deposited sample and the SnN-
300 and SnN-350 samples. As previously mentioned, the sum of the
Lorentz oscillators was used for samples annealed at temperatures of
400 °C and higher.

When determining the free carrier concentration and mobility or the
specific electrical resistivity and mean free time, a simple Drude oscil-
lator [53] can be used. The results obtained using a single Drude os-
cillator for longer wavelengths (> 1500 nm) with an effective mass

Table 1
Thickness of SnNx layer as-grown and post-annealed at 300, 350, 400, 450, 500 and 550 °C in a vacuum, surface roughness and mean square error (MSE) obtained
from the best fit of the ellipsometry data.

Sample As-dep. SnN-300 SnN-350 SnN-400 SnN-450 SnN-500 SnN-550

Layer thickness (nm) 44.1  ±  0.2 48.6  ±  0.1 45.8  ±  0.1 40.2  ±  0.3 36  ±  0.3 34.1  ±  0.5 6  ±  4
Surface roughness (nm) 2.9  ±  0.1 3.3  ±  0.1 4.0  ±  0.1 10.7  ±  0.3 8.9  ±  0.3 0.9  ±  0.5 15  ±  4
MSE 4.5 4.0 3.7 2.3 2.5 5.1 3.2
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equal to 0.17⋅melectron [54] are summarized in Table 2. Free carrier
concentrations of the order of 1019 cm−3, mobility of the order 102 cm2

V−1 s−1, and resistivity of the order ~of 10−2 Ω⋅cm obtained for
samples in group A are close to those reported in our previous work [7].
There is a visible decrease (both the decreases mentioned are by one
order) in the specific electrical resistivity of group A (~10−2 Ω⋅cm for
as-deposited and samples annealed at 300 and 350 °C) and group B
(~10−3 Ω⋅cm for samples annealed at 400 and 450 °C) followed by a
subsequent decrease in specific electrical resistivity for group C(~10−4

Ω⋅cm for samples annealed at 500 and 550 °C). The decrease in free
carrier mobility between samples in group A (~102 cm2 V−1 s−1) and
samples in group B (~101 cm2 V−1 s−1) together with the decrease in
mean free time by one order is, can be attributed to the more frequent
scattering of free carriers on grain boundaries induced by the higher
degree of crystallinity confirmed by XRD. As previously mentioned, the
model of the homogenous layers for the samples annealed at 500 and
550 °C is probably invalid. In this regard, one still notices high values

for free carrier mobility and mean free time, suggesting conductive
behavior for these samples. The comparison of optical constants de-
termined in this range by using a simple Drude oscillator, a Lorentz
oscillator, and point-by-point fit can be found in the supplementary
materials’ Fig. S10. From this comparison, it is clear that the Lorentz
oscillator describes absorption for longer wavelengths better than the
Drude oscillator does, we still view the trends in Table 2 considering the
results from other methods.

All the results obtained from the spectroscopic ellipsometry support
the results obtained by other methods shown in the previous section.
This demonstrates that the crystallinity of the as-deposited amorphous
or nanocrystalline (close to amorphous) ALD-SnNx film was initially
enhanced by annealing, and the resulting films were stable up to 350 °C.
However, the films started to decompose into metal Sn and fully crys-
tallized into hexagonal SnN and cubic Sn3N4, from approximately
400 °C. At further elevated temperatures (500 °C and beyond), the as-
deposited film converts predominantly into island-like metal Sn

Fig. 7. Determined refractive index n (left column) and extinction coefficient k (right column) of SnNx as-deposited (black) and post annealed for different tem-
peratures (300 °C – red, 350 °C – blue, 400 °C – magenta, 450 °C – green, 500 °C – dark blue, and 550 °C – violet) as a function of wavelength. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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droplets by releasing N from the layer. It is necessary to note that
considering the results of the previous section, an alternative model can
be used for SnNx post-annealed at 500 and 550 °C. In this model, the
effective medium approximation [51,55] of Sn and voids are used.
Using only two free parameters (the percentage of voids ineffective
media approximation (EMA) and thickness of the layer), one can obtain
a 54-nm thick layer that is 80% void for the SnN-500 sample and more
realistically a 21-nm thick layer with 86% void for the SnN-550 sample.
Although MSE is relatively high (41 for SnN-500 and 21 for SnN-550),
this approach offers reasonable results, at least for samples post-an-
nealed at 550 °C.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we investigated the effects of post-annealing on the
thermal stability and optoelectronic properties of ALD-SnNx thin films
deposited at 150 °C using TDMASn and NH3. Based o a complementary
analysis using XRD, TEM, XPS, and SEM, the changes in crystallinity,
microstructure, bonding states, and phases of the ALD-SnNx film after
post-annealing could be surmised at annealing temperatures ranging
from 300 to 550 °C. First, the as-deposited SnNx film forms a dom-
inantly amorphous structure, where two Sn–N bonds (or two Sn oxi-
dation states) are mixed, while it mainly consists of SnN (Sn2+)
bonding. The amorphous or amorphous-like structure was maintained
without noticeable crystallization up to 350 °C annealing temperature.
However, a slight improvement in the crystallinity by this low-tem-
perature annealing significantly changes the Sn-N bonding status in the
film, and the proportion of the Sn3N4 bonding is drastically increased.
After annealing at 400 °C and 450 °C, the XRD and TEM results show
the full crystallization of the SnNx film into a mixture phase of hex-
agonal SnN and cubic Sn3N4 crystal structure. At these annealing
temperatures, the decomposition of SnNx also starts, and Sn metal forms
mainly from the decomposition of the Sn3N4 phase. When the samples
were annealed at temperatures above 500 °C, most of SnN and Sn3N4

decomposed, and nitrogen dissipation became more severe. This re-
sulted in the predominant formation of the metal Sn islands and mor-
phology degradation. The spectral dependence of the refractive index
and the extinction coefficient resulting from the SE measurements
further qualitatively supports the observations and conclusions ex-
plained above. The optical band gap of the as-deposited film is 1.5 eV
and remains unchanged up to an annealing temperature of 400 °C and
increases to 1.9 eV at higher temperatures. In addition, SE measure-
ment was found to be successful in precisely assessing the thickness of a
semiconducting ALD-SnNx film and its surface roughness. All these
outcomes suggest that alteration in crystallinity and composition upon
post-annealing will have a great impact on the fundamental semi-
conductor and optoelectronic properties of ALD-SnNx thin films. These
will offer additional insight into the materials chemistry of tin nitride
and other MNx groups.

Fig. 8. (αE)1/2 as a function of photon energy (Tauc plot) for SnNx as-deposited
(black) and post annealed layers for different temperatures (300 °C – red, 350 °C
– blue, 400 °C – magenta, 450 °C – green, 500 °C – dark blue, and 550 °C –
violet). Dashed lines are used to determine the energy bandgap. (For inter-
pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

Table 2
Determined energy bandgap (Eg), free carrier concentration (n), free carrier mobility (μ), specific electrical resistivity (ρ) and mean free time (τ) for as-deposited and
post annealed SnNx samples. Please note that samples annealed with temperatures of 400 °C and above absorb across the whole measured spectral range and a simple
Drude oscillator was used to determine n, μ, ρ, and τ (*the homogenous layer model is probably invalid).

Sample Eg (eV) n (1019 cm−3) μ (cm2/(Vs)) ρ (mΩ⋅cm) τ (fs)

As-dep. 1.5  ±  0.1 3.3  ±  0.3 13  ±  2 15  ±  2 1.5  ±  0.2
SnN-300 1.5  ±  0.1 2.3  ±  0.3 17  ±  2 15  ±  2 1.9  ±  0.2
SnN-350 1.4  ±  0.1 1.4  ±  0.3 22  ±  2 20  ±  2 2.5  ±  0.2
SnN-400 1.4  ±  0.1 170  ±  20 4  ±  1 1.0  ±  0.2 0.4  ±  0.2
SnN-450 1.9  ±  0.1 170  ±  20 2  ±  1 2.1  ±  0.2 0.2  ±  0.2
SnN-500* 1.9  ±  0.1 1.9  ±  0.1 2000  ±  1000 0.12  ±  0.05 300  ±  100
SnN-550* 1.1  ±  0.1 0.8  ±  0.1 5000  ±  3000 0.10  ±  0.05 1000  ±  500
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